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My research in 2020-2025 includes two initiatives to develop the religio-philosophical implications of the 

metaphysics of experience presented in my book Den skønne tænkning (Beautiful Thinking), including the 

theological aesthetics promoted by this philosophy.1 I specifically research the potential contribution of the 

metaphysics of experience to innovative rethinking of the notions of moral imagination and eternal life. This 

work, which I conduct in contact and collaboration with associates within many different fields and 

professions, will result in two monographs. 

 

 

Moral Imagination 

Corresponding to its traditional reluctance of aesthetics and experience, Evangelical-Lutheran theology holds 

a disturbed perception of imagination. The concept of imagination has a long and glorious history dating back 

to both the Bible and the ancient Greeks, but Martin Luther’s concern about ‘enthusiasm’ (Schwärmerei) and 

John Calvin’s asceticism caused a negative judgment of imagination in Protestant theology. Romantic 

philosophy and literature rehabilitated the imagination, but in theology, imagination remained an anathema 

until the first integrations of aesthetics into theology in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Moreover, the internationally 

conducted theological appropriation of aesthetics and the associated reinterpretation of imagination have had 

only little impact on Nordic theology. For example, many Danish theologians appreciate K.E. Løgstrup’s use 

of art and literature but reproduce his ambivalent perception of imagination, including his understanding of 

ethics and theology as superior to aesthetics and metaphysics. Løgstrup’s attitude was due to a widespread and 

still prevalent idea that ethics and aesthetics are opposites, but this idea is not a matter of fact in philosophical 

aesthetics. In the 18th century, philosophical aesthetics emerged from two traditions that both linked the good 

and the beautiful: the Platonic metaphysics of beauty and the Aristotelian theory of art. Accordingly, the 

aesthete described by Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten in Aesthetica (1750-1758) was no promoter of 

aestheticism but, on the contrary, wiser than the ordinarily wise men of that time, the rationalists. Moreover, 

ethicists like Edmund Burke or much later Mark Johnson and Martha Nussbaum have emphasized the 

importance of moral imagination. They regard imagination as a prerequisite for understanding the sentiments 

of others, creating and using moral ideas, or discerning ethical concepts and moral truths. They find moral 

judgment impossible without imagination and advise us to cultivate our imagination through poetry, myth, or 

fiction. This idea of moral imagination appears akin to Immanuel Kant’s idea of expanded thinking, by him 

considered a prerequisite for moral conduct. However, whereas Kant realized the aesthetic nature of expanded 

thinking, which by definition includes imagination, the contemporary ethicists reflecting on moral imagination 

                                                           
1 Dorthe Jørgensen, Den skønne tænkning: Veje til erfaringsmetafysik. Religionsfilosofisk udmøntet (Beautiful Thinking: 
Pathways to the Metaphysics of Experience. Religio-Philosophically Implemented) (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 
2014). See also, Dorthe Jørgensen, Hvorfor er vi så fantasiforskrækkede? Om reformationen og æstetikken (Why Are We 
Afraid of Imagination? About the Reformation and Aesthetics) (Frederiksberg: Eksistensen, 2017). For an English 
presentation of the metaphysics of experience, see Dorthe Jørgensen, Poetic Inclinations: Ethics, History, Philosophy 
(Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2020), and Imaginative Moods: Aesthetics, Religion, Philosophy (Aarhus: Aarhus 
University Press, 2020), as well as “English Summary” in Den skønne tænkning, pp. 947-965. 
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tend to reproduce the conventional contradiction between ethics and aesthetics. They attribute moral 

significance to an aesthetic phenomenon but categorize it as purely ethical because they confuse aesthetics 

with aestheticism. 

 Whereas philosophy originally emphasized the significance of imagination in cognition, the turn in 

international theology toward imagination has emphasized its significance in faith, and modern philosophy 

partly emphasizes its importance to morality. In my research, I combine all of this to develop a new 

understanding of moral imagination. To this end, I make use of the experience-metaphysical notions of 

imagination regarded as part of sensitivity and sensitivity as present not in the individual but between people, 

things, and God and humans. This includes the idea that imagination is an ontological power that manifests 

itself in events occurring in the lived-bodily field constituted by sensitivity – that imagination is such a power 

rather than an ability possessed by an individual. My approach thus differs fundamentally from the by 

contemporary ethicists continued conception of imagination as a mental capacity. Moreover, I make use of the 

experience-metaphysical concept of basic experience regarded as the origin of all sensitive experience and as 

characterized by not only sensation but also faith and comprehension. This approach allows for an 

interpretation that dissolves the opposition between ethics and aesthetics and purifies the imagination of the 

feared ‘enthusiasm.’ Not only some ethicists’ interest in moral imagination invites the question of the moral 

value of imagination; the link between the good and the beautiful present as early as in ancient Greek 

philosophy and imagination’s significance in aesthetic experience also invite this question. Moreover, the 

hermeneutic phenomenological approach of the metaphysics of experience invites a second question that 

concerns what might be the consequence of attributing morally edifying quality to imagination regarded not 

as a mental capacity but as an ontological power. Finally, the theological implementation of it all invites a third 

question concerning whether there is a link between such edification and the significance of imagination in 

faith.  

 

 

Eternal Life 

In a lecture in 1952, the Danish theologian P.G. Lindhardt rejected all notions of the afterlife as illusory fantasy. 

He claimed that any attempt to say anything about the life to come is pure speculation, and that eternal life is 

nothing future but is here and now. Lindhardt’s statement was a critique of the neglect of the present in favor 

of the future and of the idea that a person’s moral conduct guarantees a happy afterlife, but Danish theologians 

reacted by simply ceasing to reflect systematically on eternal life. Despite recent Danish research interest in 

death and resurrection, the lack of systematic study of the notion of eternal life is still rampant. Moreover, 

Danish pastors seldom really reflect on this subject in their sermons and even shy away from it in their pastoral 

care of dying people and at funerals. When a pastor finally comments on eternal life, her comment typically 

tends to assume a psychological form (for example, eternal life interpreted as the bereaved family’s memory 
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of the deceased), the result of which is not renewed reflection but the subjectivist ‘enthusiasm’ theology 

otherwise strives to avoid. Danish theologians usually explain the described reluctance as a sound opposition 

against giving concrete answers to questions concerning something about which we can know nothing. Their 

wish to avoid illusory fantasies may indeed express scientific reasonableness, but it may as well be the 

consequence of prejudice. However, my implicit message is not that we should ignore Lindhardt’s criticism. I 

claim not that we could possibly ‘know’ anything about eternal life, find any ‘evidence’ of it, or that we through 

moral conduct could make ourselves worthy of a life to come, but I insist on the importance of taking human 

experiences of transcendence seriously. Contemporary art, music, and literature testify to a continued existence 

of experiences that transgress the ordinary perception of time and space. In an attempt to remedy the current 

lack of serious interpretative alternatives to new spiritualism and quasi-scientific studies, I apply the 

metaphysics of experience – its understanding of faith, experience, memory, transcendence, and imagination 

– in a systematic study of the Christian notion of eternal life. My approach corresponds with contemporary 

international trends in eschatology that prioritize a hermeneutic approach or fuse eschatology with aesthetics. 

However, my approach constitutes a different, innovative contribution due to its fusion of philosophical 

aesthetics and hermeneutic phenomenology and its consequential development of a third position.   

 In the paragraph “Moral Imagination,” I described my use of the metaphysics of experience to develop 

a new understanding of imagination, and I stressed imagination’s by theology hitherto ignored moral value 

when regarded not as a mental capacity but as an event. The metaphysics of experience interprets not only 

imagination or experience but also faith, memory, and transcendence as events occurring in the lived-bodily 

field of sensitivity – instead of regarding them as mental capacities of individual minds or acts performed by 

such minds. My eschatological application of this approach therefore represents a substantial alternative to 

the prevalent psychologization of all discourses on human life, including theological discourses. Furthermore, 

it develops and enlightens the ambition to dissolve the oppositions between body and soul, and between ‘body 

and bone-theology’ (the literal reading of the Bible) and ‘poetic theology’ (a symbolic reading of the Bible) 

expressed by some contemporary theological researchers on death and resurrection. The terminology of the 

metaphysics of experience, its distinctions between sensuality/sentimentality and sensitivity, and between 

body and lived body, as well as its religio-philosophical implementation of both, offer an otherwise unavailable 

foundation of that ambition. Imagination is morally crucial, I proposed in “Moral Imagination,” and 

eschatology has performative effect (hope and hopelessness determine action) and is thus fundamentally 

ethical. In the work I describe I therefore investigate the role of imagination along with faith, experience, 

memory, and transcendence for our understanding of eternal life. Do humans have experiences that are 

interpretable as hunches of the eternity and infinity associated with ‘eternal life’? What is the role of 

imagination in such experiences if imagination is not a mental capacity and acts not by producing illusory 

fantasies? Which validity may we ascribe to experiences of this sort, and which possibilities of a theological 

anchoring of our interpretation does Christianity offer, traditionally and in our day? 


